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3D-printed adapter bricks allow interconnection between ten kids' construction toys / Boing Boing

/ CORY DOCTOROW / 10:28 AM MON

3D-printed adapter bricks allow interconnection
between ten kids' construction toys
Golan sez, "The Free Universal Construction Kit is a collection of adapter bricks that enable
complete interoperability between ten popular children’s construction toys. By allowing any
piece to join to any other, the Kit encourages totally new forms of intercourse between otherwise closed systems—enabling the creation of previously impossible designs, and ultimately, more creative opportunities for kids. As with other grassroots interoperability remedies,
the Free Universal Construction Kit implements proprietary protocols in order to provide a
public service unmet, or unmeetable, by corporate interests."
F.A.T. Lab and Sy-Lab are pleased to present the Free Universal Construction Kit: a
matrix of nearly 80 adapter bricks that enable complete interoperability between ten*
popular children’s construction toys. By allowing any piece to join to any other, the Kit
encourages totally new forms of intercourse between otherwise closed systems—enabling radically hybrid constructive play, the creation of previously impossible designs, and ultimately, more creative opportunities for kids. As with other grassroots interoperability remedies, the Free Universal Construction Kit implements proprietary
protocols in order to provide a public service unmet—or unmeetable—by corporate
interests.
The Free Universal Construction Kit o ers adapters between Lego, Duplo, Fischertechnik, Gears! Gears! Gears!, K’Nex, Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln Logs, Tinkertoys, Zome, and Zoob. Our adapters can be downloaded from Thingiverse.com
and other sharing sites as a set of 3D models in .STL format, suitable for reproduction
by personal manufacturing devices like the Makerbot (an inexpensive, open-source 3D
printer).
OK, that's pretty badass right there.

http://boingboing.net/2012/03/19/3d-printed-adapter-bricks-allo.html
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The Free Universal Construction Kit from F.A.T. | WIRED

RUC TRLING

03.19.12

10:24 AM

TH FR UNIVRAL CONTRUCTION KIT FROM F.A.T.
*IT’ NOT O

mųčħ țħǻț țħěỳ đįđ įț, ǻș țħěỳ fŀěěřįňģ ǻňđ fŀǻųňțįňģ ẅǻỳ țħǻț įț’ș

běěň pǻčķǻģěđ. Ħǿẅ čǻň ǿňě ňǿț bŀǿģ țħįș? Ěvěň țħǿųģħ įț přǿbǻbŀỳ ħǻș șțǻffěřș
fřǿm Żǿǿb, Țįňķěřțǿỳș, Ŀěģǿ ěțč ẅřįțħįňģ įň ǻģǿňỳ.
ħțțp://fffff.ǻț/fřěě-ųňįvěřșǻŀ-čǿňșțřųčțįǿň-ķįț/
(…)
“F.Ǻ.Ț. Ŀǻb ǻňđ Șỳ-Ŀǻb ǻřě pŀěǻșěđ țǿ přěșěňț țħě Fřěě Ųňįvěřșǻŀ Čǿňșțřųčțįǿň
Ķįț: ǻ mǻțřįx ǿf ňěǻřŀỳ 80 ǻđǻpțěř břįčķș țħǻț ěňǻbŀě čǿmpŀěțě įňțěřǿpěřǻbįŀįțỳ
běțẅěěň țěň* pǿpųŀǻř čħįŀđřěň’ș čǿňșțřųčțįǿň țǿỳș. Bỳ ǻŀŀǿẅįňģ ǻňỳ pįěčě țǿ
jǿįň țǿ ǻňỳ ǿțħěř, țħě Ķįț ěňčǿųřǻģěș țǿțǻŀŀỳ ňěẅ fǿřmș ǿf įňțěřčǿųřșě běțẅěěň
ǿțħěřẅįșě čŀǿșěđ șỳșțěmș—ěňǻbŀįňģ řǻđįčǻŀŀỳ ħỳbřįđ čǿňșțřųčțįvě pŀǻỳ, țħě
čřěǻțįǿň ǿf přěvįǿųșŀỳ įmpǿșșįbŀě đěșįģňș, ǻňđ ųŀțįmǻțěŀỳ, mǿřě čřěǻțįvě
ǿppǿřțųňįțįěș fǿř ķįđș. Ǻș ẅįțħ ǿțħěř ģřǻșșřǿǿțș įňțěřǿpěřǻbįŀįțỳ řěměđįěș, țħě
Fřěě Ųňįvěřșǻŀ Čǿňșțřųčțįǿň Ķįț įmpŀěměňțș přǿpřįěțǻřỳ přǿțǿčǿŀș įň ǿřđěř țǿ
přǿvįđě ǻ pųbŀįč șěřvįčě ųňměț—ǿř ųňměěțǻbŀě—bỳ čǿřpǿřǻțě įňțěřěșțș.
“Țħě Fřěě Ųňįvěřșǻŀ Čǿňșțřųčțįǿň Ķįț ǿffěřș ǻđǻpțěřș běțẅěěň Ŀěģǿ, Đųpŀǿ,
Fįșčħěřțěčħňįķ, Ģěǻřș! Ģěǻřș! Ģěǻřș!, Ķ’Ňěx, Ķřįňķŀěș (Břįșțŀě Bŀǿčķș), Ŀįňčǿŀň
Ŀǿģș, Țįňķěřțǿỳș, Żǿmě, ǻňđ Żǿǿb. Ǿųř ǻđǻpțěřș čǻň bě đǿẅňŀǿǻđěđ fřǿm
Țħįňģįvěřșě.čǿm ǻňđ ǿțħěř șħǻřįňģ șįțěș ǻș ǻ șěț ǿf 3Đ mǿđěŀș įň .ȘȚĿ fǿřmǻț,
șųįțǻbŀě fǿř řěpřǿđųčțįǿň bỳ pěřșǿňǻŀ mǻňųfǻčțųřįňģ đěvįčěș ŀįķě țħě Mǻķěřbǿț
(ǻň įňěxpěňșįvě, ǿpěň-șǿųřčě 3Đ přįňțěř)….”

01:09

https://www.wired.com/2012/03/the-free-universal-construction-kit-from-f-a-t/
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Mashing Up Your Building Blocks: A Legal Gray Area That Shouldn't Be - Tested
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Mashing Up Your Building
Blocks: A Legal Gray Area
That Shouldn't Be
BY ADAM SAVAGE ON MARCH 19, 2012 AT 2:04 P.M.

The ability to combine your Legos and K'Nex should
be a nobrainer, but the companies that own those
brands may say otherwise.

Like

Tweet

Tweet

21

This is great. Want to join your Legos to your K'nex, and then to your
Lincoln logs or Tinker toys? The growing ubiquity of 3d printing (and
its shrinking cost) has yielded its greatest contribution to date. The
rosetta stone of openended building systems: The Free Universal
Construction Kit. It's so clever, so simple, and if you can find me
someone that has a serious problem with it, I want to have a talk with
them.
I kid. Of course, I expect the owners of the very toy companies
represented here (and their lawyers) to have a significant problem with
this. I expect the guys behind this project, the FAT (Free Art and
Technology) to receive a cease and desist letter in 3...2...1. And I then
expect someone sensible like the EFF to stand up in court for them.
Finally, I then plan to read about it with rapt fascination until the case
is settled 18 months from now to nobody's benefit.
But let's start a serious discussion about it.

SOURCE: FREE ART AND TECHNOLOGY LAB
Seriously, how does this HARM the brands involved? If anything, I
think it helps them. If you're a Lego fanatic who wouldn't dream of
purchasing K'nex, this system might just open your minds to new ways
of mechanically engineering that Rube Goldberg machine you've been

http://www.tested.com/art/makers/43409-mashing-up-your-building-blocks-a-legal-gray-area-that-shouldnt-be/
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thinking about all this time. In a perfect world, each of these
companies would send the guys at FAT a big fat thankyou letter for
their efforts. But I doubt they will. I wish they would but I doubt it.
I get it, each company has a form factor that it considers MUST be
protected (save for the expired patent on the Lego studs). They
also have quality control issues that they'll complain about: if the
companies themselves aren't manufacturing the parts for their
ecosystem, third party parts could damage their brand identity (think
about how shitty third party Legos really are). I understand where
they're coming from from a business and brand standpoint.
But let's look at it from a public benefit standpoint: the simple fact is,
left to their own devices, these companies would NEVER build
something like the Free Universal Construction Kit on their own. It just
wouldn't come into being. And if I was a kid, I would KILL for this. For
anyone who plays with openended building systems (a key gateway
drug for the making of things in generaland Lego was how I got MY
start), this is a serious and awesome augmentation. We need to be
training a nation of scientists and engineers (which are in sharp
decline) that this is exactly the kind of thing that helps engender
maker culture.

SOURCE: FREE ART AND TECHNOLOGY LAB
In speech, our legal system very intelligently grants protection to
parody as transformative, and beneficial to a proper and
balanced civil discourse. The fact is, in these days when a replicator
is not just something making tea for Picard on Star Trek, but a
growing reality, we need a similar legal protection for this exact kind
of transformative augmentation in the physical world.
Editor's note: You can download 3D design files for the Free
Universal Construction Kit here, and I recommend you print out
these awesome poster explaining the Universal Construction
Kit's pieces (PDF).
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Fans of Cheap Drugs and Printer Ink Just Won Big in the Supreme Court

Adapter Kit Lets Your Lego Bricks
and Lincoln Logs Play Together
Andrew Liszewski
3/19/12 4:00pm · Filed to: DESIRED

38.9K

24

If you've ever wished your building sets like Lego, K'Nex, Tinker
Toys, and even Lincoln Logs could all fit in with each other, this
universal construction kit will make your dreams come true.
That is, uh, if you've got a 3D printer handy.
Seeing all of those unique hybrid building pieces all laid out is a
bit of a tease when the only way you can get your own set is to
download the 3D plans for the Free Universal Construction Kit
and print them off yourself.

http://gizmodo.com/fans-of-cheap-drugs-and-printer-ink-just-won-big-in-the-1795662756
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Fans of Cheap Drugs and Printer Ink Just Won Big in the Supreme Court

Given how cheap the raw plastic that's used in those 3D printers
is, you'd think the folks who painstakingly created all of these
pieces would also be willing to sell them for a tidy profit. But the
kit most certainly tip-toes into a few legal gray areas, so
providing just the plans for download is probably keeping several
hungry legal teams at bay. [Free Art & Technology via Make]

http://gizmodo.com/fans-of-cheap-drugs-and-printer-ink-just-won-big-in-the-1795662756
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Connecting toy blocks with a universal construction set | Hackaday
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: rian enchoff

24 Comments
March 20, 2012

We were all children at one time, and surel some of us rememer the pain of tring to
make one tpe of uilding lock work with another tpe of lock. The folks at the Free
Art and Technolog La have an answer for our inner child: adapters that connect an
tpe of uilding lock to an other tpe of uilding lock.
The project is called the Free Universal Construction Kit. This “gee, I wish I thought of
that ideas” is a set of 79 pla set adapter that allow an child to mix up their Duplo,
Fischertechnik, Gears! Gears! Gears, K’Nex, Krinkles, Lego, Lincoln Logs, Tinkerto,
ZomeTool, and Zoo uilding sets in an wa imaginale. Most of these adapters are
up on Thingiverse, read to e printed out with a 3D printer or sent to hapewas.
An interesting aspect of the work of the F.A.T. La is the legal and intellectual propert
aspect; since this is the product of reverse-engineering several uilding sets, it’s
entirel possile the manufactures of these tos wouldn’t want adapters out in the
wild. The team reall covered their ases, though. Of the ten to sstems included,
eight are no longer patent protected, much to the chagrin of the compan ehind
MGA loks. Adapters for the two remaining sstems – Zoo and ZomeTool – won’t
e released until the patents run out in 2016 and 2022, respectivel.
Check out the video after the reak for the wonderful ‘a-ha moment’ one of the
inventors had when watching his 4-ear-old son plaing with Tinker Tos and K’Nex.

http://hackaday.com/2012/03/20/connecting-toy-blocks-with-a-universal-construction-set/
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Connecting toy blocks with a universal construction set | Hackaday

00:06

Posted in to hacks
Tagged Duplo, Kinex, lego, lincoln logs, tinker tos, tos

http://hackaday.com/2012/03/20/connecting-toy-blocks-with-a-universal-construction-set/
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3D Printed Adapters Connect Different Building Toy Brands | The Mary Sue

Free Universal Construction Kit Lets You Connect
10 Di erent Kinds of Building Toys
by Eric Limer | 3:08 pm, March 19th, 2012 0

Want to connect your LEGOs to your Duplos? Your K’nex to your Tinker
Toys? Your Krinkles to your Zoob? Well the wait is nally over. With the
Free Universal Construction Kit, you are free to assemble the most
Frankenstein-ish of contraptions, the hideously mismatched kind of
contrivances only a madman could love. It’s barely one step above gluing
the pieces together, and it is absolutely glorious.
Masterminded by Free Art and Technology, the folks who brought you hobo
QR codes, the Free Universal Construction Kit is a brilliantly insane ploy to
attach all the variety of building blocks. At least, all the ones worth
mentioning, and even a few that aren’t. The Free Universal Construction
Kit, as you might guess by its name, is available for free, so long as you can
nd yourself a 3D printer. The 82 peice set includes every possible set-toset transitional peice in addition to a single, monstrous universal adapter
brick which seems to defy all reason with its existence.
Of course, while the Free Universal Construction Kit is practically begging
you to create huge, multifaceted creations that stretch far beyond brandlines, F.A.T. hopes it can do something more:
In producing the Free Universal Construction Kit, we hope
to demonstrate a model of reverse engineering as a civic

activity: a creative process in which anyone can develop the
necessary pieces to bridge the limitations presented by
mass-produced commercial artifacts. We hope that the Kit
will not only prompt people to create new designs, but more
importantly, to re ect on our relationship with material
mass-culture—and the rapidly-evolving ways in which we
can better adapt it to our imaginations.
In any event, the set is beautifully ridiculous and a must for anyone who
has access to a 3D printer and more than one variety of building toy. What I
wouldn’t give to have had LEGO-Lincoln Log connector 15 years ago or so. I
always wanted to build a log cabin with a landing pad.

https://www.themarysue.com/universal-construction-kit/
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The Free Universal Construction Kit

ĶǾȚȚĶĚ.ǾŘĢ
ĦǾMĚ ǾF FİŇĚ ĦỲPĚŘȚĚXȚ PŘǾĐŲČȚȘ
ǺBǾŲȚ

ǺŘČĦİVĚȘ + ȚǺĢȘ

MĚMBĚŘȘĦİP!









Țħě Fřěě Ųňįvěřșǻŀ Čǿňșțřųčțįǿň Ķįț
pǿșțěđ bỳ Ǻǻřǿň Čǿħěň

 Mǻř 19, 2012

Țħě čħǻŀŀěňģě fǻčįňģ čħįŀđřěň ǿf țħě ŀǻșț ħǻŀf ģěňěřǻțįǿň ǿf ħǿẅ țǿ čǿňňěčț țħěįř ĿĚĢǾ
pįěčěș țǿ țħěįř Ŀįňčǿŀň Ŀǿģș țǿ țħěįř Ķ’Ňěx ħǻș běěň șǿŀvěđ bỳ Țħě Fřěě Ųňįvěřșǻŀ
Čǿňșțřųčțįǿň Ķįț ǻňđ ǻččěșș țǿ ǻ 3Đ přįňțěř. (Đįđ țħěỳ čħǿǿșě țħě ňǻmě fǿř țħě ǻčřǿňỳm?)
Ǻppǻřěňțŀỳ Čǿňșțřųx ħǻvě fǻŀŀěň șǿ ǿųț ǿf fǻvǿř țħě Ķįț đǿěș ňǿț ẅįșħ țǿ čǿňňěčț țħěm ẅįțħ
pįěčěș ǿf ǿțħěř șpěčįěș. Țħěỳ șħǿųŀđ ħǻvě mǻđě țħě ŀįșț ǿň țħě șțřěňģțħ ǿf țħįș țħěmě șǿňģ
ǻŀǿňě.

The Free Universal Construction Kit
from Adapterz

00:34

Ǿŀđ mǻň șǻỳș: Ẅě ňěvěř ħǻđ țħįș přǿbŀěm ẅħěň pŀǻỳįňģ ẅįțħ ẅǿǿđěň bŀǿčķș.
(vįǻ @đjǻčǿbș)
MǾŘĚ ǺBǾŲȚ...

Čǿňșțřųx / ĿĚĢǾ / Ŀįňčǿŀň Ŀǿģș

ǺĐȘ VİǺ ČǺŘBǾŇ

http://kottke.org/12/03/the-free-universal-construction-kit
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Invention: Des hackers réconcilient les briques de jeux incompatibles - High-Tech - lematin.ch

INVENTION DES HACKERS RÉCONCILIENT

LES BRIQUES DE JEUX INCOMPATIBLES
Un collectif new-yorkais réalise le rêve de nombreux enfants et papas geek:
rendre compatible différents jeux de construction au moyen de pièces
piratées.
PAR SIMON KOCH

12.04.2012

Attention, la culture Hacker s’invite dans la chambre des
enfants! Pas pour vider leur tirelire, mais pour pirater leurs jeux
de construction. De la même manière qu’un PC n’est pas
compatible avec un Mac, il n’est pas possible d’assembler des
briques Lego avec des Duplo, des pièces Gears! ou K’Nex.
A moins d’utiliser des connecteurs universels qui permettent
de xer entre elles les pièces de marques concurrentes. C’est là
l’invention du Free Art and Technology LAB, une organisation
dédiée selon ses dires au développement et à la propagation
gratuite de technologies créatives.
Son «Free Universal Construction Kit» (abrégé F.U.C.K.)
comporte près de 80 pièces qui rendent compatibles avec 10
jeux. «Un lecteur VLC dans le coffre à jouets», plaisantent les
créateurs de F.U.C.K. «Open Source et universel.»
«Le kit encourage de nouvelles formes d’interaction entre des
systèmes jusqu’ici fermés, écrit F.A.T. LAB. Il permet de réaliser
des constructions hybrides et inédites, et offre aux enfants un
nouveau champ d’explorations créatives»,
Evidemment, les pièces de jeux de constructions classiques
sont archiprotégées et bardées de brevets. Pas question donc
de vendre le kit universel sous peine de s’exposer à des procès.
C’est pourquoi les plans de chaque pièce sont disponibles sous
licence Creative Commons et prêts à prendre forme sur
n’importe quelle imprimante 3D!
Les connecteurs universels pour jeux de construction: de quoi
doper la créativité des plus jeunes, et d’exaucer un vieux rêve
de papa geek.
(nxp)
Créé: 12.04.2012, 16h40

http://www.lematin.ch/high-tech/Des-hackers-reconcilient-les-briques-de-jeux-incompatibles/story/23437189
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Universal Adapter Set for Construction Toys

Universal Adapter Set for
Construction Toys

Not a physical product, of course, but a physible one, consisting of almost eighty
free 3D models from anonymous designers at the Free Art and Technology collective
:

The Free Universal Construction Kit offers adapters between Lego, Duplo,
Fischertechnik, Gears! Gears! Gears!, K’Nex, Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln Logs,
Tinkertoys, Zome, and Zoob. Our adapters can be downloaded from
Thingiverse.com and other sharing sites as a set of 3D models in .STL format,
suitable for reproduction by personal manufacturing devices like the Makerbot (an
inexpensive, open-source 3D printer).

I’d vote against the naughty acronym, personally, but they do thrive on controversy,
those F.A.T. peeps.
The Free Universal Construction Kit

This Week in Making: FanimeCon,
http://makezine.com/2012/03/19/universal-adapter-set-for-construction-toys/
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Culture jammers connect Lego clones with 3D printer ﬁles • The Register
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Culture jammers connect Lego clones with 3D
printer files
"Reverse engineering as a civic activity"
10 Apr 2012 at 02:40, Simon Sharwood

SyLab and The Free Art and Technology (F.A.T.) Lab, a selfdescribed “organization
dedicated to enriching the public domain through the research and development of creative
technologies and media”, have released a set of 3D printer files that will “enable complete
interoperability between ten popular children’s construction toys.”
Dubbed the Free Universal Construction Kit (pictured below, but we’re not going to do the
acronym because it is NSFW), the freelydownloadable .STL files make it possible to link
Lego, Duplo, Fischertechnik,Gears! Gears! Gears!, K’Nex, Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln
Logs, Tinkertoys, Zome, and Zoob toys into mashedup messes of constructable kit.

F.A.T. Labs’ manifesto says the project “implements proprietary protocols in order to provide
a public service unmet—or unmeetable—by corporate interests” and also demonstrates “a
model of reverse engineering as a civic activity: a creative process in which anyone can
develop the necessary pieces to bridge the limitations presented by massproduced
commercial artifacts.”
The organisation also laughs off concerns about breaches of patents and other intellectual
property niceties.
"Some may express concern that the Free Universal Construction Kit infringes such
corporate prerogatives as copyright, design right, trade dress, trademarks or patents of the
supported toy systems," the organisation writes. "We encourage those eager to enforce
these rights to please think of the children," and illustrates that point with a cute video of a
frustrated child whose imagination could be liberated by the Kit.
The files can be downloaded from Thingiverse, ®
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Free 3D-Printable Kit To Connect Different Toy Construction Sets Released -- But Partially Blocked Due To Patents | Techdirt

Free 3D-Printable Kit To Connect Different Toy Construction Sets
Released -- But Partially Blocked Due To Patents
from the thinkoftheIPlawyers dept

I've been hearing about this project for a few months now, and I'm excited to see that it's finally been released.
F.A.T. Lab and Sy‐Lab have officially released their Free Universal Construction Kit, a set of 3D printer
instructions for creating nearly 80 awesome "adapter" bricks that let you connect ten (sort of) popular children's
construction playsets:
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Free 3D-Printable Kit To Connect Different Toy Construction Sets Released -- But Partially Blocked Due To Patents | Techdirt

Included are connectors between the following sets: Lego, Duplo, Fischertechnik, Gears! Gears! Gears!, K’Nex,
Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln Logs, Tinkertoys, Zome, and Zoob. There's also a giant universal adapter block. I'll
admit I'm a bit disappointed that Megabloks didn't make the cut, as my son tends to go back and forth between
those and Duplos. If you want them, they're available at Thingverse, though you'll obviously need a 3D printer to
actually do anything with them. Here are some of the photos they've put up of the kit in action:
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The general idea is really cool. Kids don't care if Lego and Tinkertoys come from the same company. They want
them to work together nicely. That's part of the fun of tinkering. But, of course, the toy companies want to
"control" the market and pretend that only their toys exist. Acknowledging anyone else's toys is seen as a mistake ‐‐
even though it actually adds value to the toys by letting you do more with them. In the past we've seen Lego, in
particular, be particularly aggressive in trying to lock out competitors.
Of course, that raises the big question: what about intellectual property law with this offering? The non‐commercial
nature of it likely protects them against trademark issues, though it does seem silly that actually offering such
useful connector blocks for sale might put you in legal hot water. Either way, I know the guys who put this together
spent a ridiculous amount of time exploring the different legal issues involved here, and have put up a detailed
discussion on them ‐‐ with a clear recognition that even after being as careful as possible to not infringe on anyone's
rights, they still have to note:
Some may express concern that the Free Universal Construction Kit infringes such corporate
prerogatives as copyright, design right, trade dress, trademarks or patents of the supported toy
systems. We encourage those eager to enforce these rights to please think of the children — and we
assert that the home printing of the Free Universal Construction Kit constitutes protected fair use.
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Furthermore, they have a pretty full discussion on how the use of IP here is not about protecting rights at all, but
about attempting to gain market dominance:
Today’s manufacturers have little or no intrinsic motivation to make their products compatible with
anyone else’s. Indeed—despite obvious benefits to users everywhere—the implementation of cross‐
brand interoperability can be nearly impossible, given the tangled restrictions of patents, design
rights, and trademarks involved in doing so. So we stepped up. The Free Universal Construction Kit is
the VLC of children’s playsets.
As we can see from the example above, interoperability is a question of power and market
dominance. Most market leaders regard interoperability as an anti‐competitive nuisance, a
regulatory check on their ambition, or a concession to the whining of lesser players. Quite simply,
interoperability is the request of the disenfranchised. And which end‐user, in so many ways, is less
enfranchised than a preliterate child?
The simple fact is that no toy company would ever make the Free Universal Construction Kit. Instead,
each construction toy wants (and indeed, pretends) to be your only playset. Within this worldview,
the other manufacturers’ construction sets are just so many elephants in the room, competing for
your attention on the shelves of Toys‐R‐Us. No longer. The Free Universal Construction Kit presents
what no manufacturer could: a remedy providing extensible, post‐facto syntactic interoperability for
construction toys. Let the fun begin!
Of course, there's still the issue of patents... and there the folks behind this project also did something interesting.
In that list of supported toys are two ‐‐ Zoob and Zome ‐‐ that are technically still under patent protection. To deal
with those two, the kit actually does not include connectors to either of those toys. Instead, both have a pending
date, to be released on the day those patents expire. In other words, progress and the ability to interoperate with
those toys must wait until the monopolies expire. Progress is being hindered, not promoted here.
We've discussed in the past how 3D printing is an upcoming legal battle, as many of the issues that previously arose
solely the digital realm will be crossing over into the physical. We've also noted how The Pirate Bay has already
stepped up with plans to offer a place to share 3D printable plans ‐‐ and, indeed, the folks behind this project note
that it will soon be up on that site, when it's ready.
The more you look at this, the more it makes you wonder what else simply isn't being done today due to over‐
aggressive desire for control via IP laws, rather than recognition that making a product more valuable and useful is
actually a good thing.
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Free Universal Connection Kit Equals Ultimate Nerd Dad Triumph | Dadnabbit

Free Universal Connection Kit Equals Ultimate Nerd Dad
Triumph
When I was a kid, a nerd dad was something to be…well, maybe not ashamed of necessarily, but certainly discussed as
rarely as possible, and taken out in public for biannual viewings if you could help it. Dads were supposed to own
heavy metal tools and teach you how to use them only after you begged and proved you weren’t actually an idiot, and
take you camping, and make you walk the dog. They were only supposed to care about your toys for as long as it took
to scream obscenities after accidentally stepping on them. Aside from the occasional Pinewood Derby debacle, they
were not supposed to get involved in dorky hobbies.
Things have changed, and the Free Universal Construction Kit o ers paradigm-shifting proof.
What’s the Free Universal Construction Kit, you ask? Why, nothing more than “a matrix of nearly 80 adapter bricks
that enable complete interoperability between ten popular children’s construction toys.” In other words, as Kottke put
it, it’s a new invention that lets kids “connect their LEGO pieces to their Lincoln Logs to their K’Nex.” Which is pretty
awesome, and certainly something I would have been interested in, but what’s really interesting is how you make it —
by cranking the damn things out on a Makerbot 3D printer.
I ask you: What kind of dad has a 3D printer lying around the house? A nerd dad. And while I can’t say for sure that
nerd dads outnumber the lawnmowing, nearly mute, Old Spice-scented dads of my youth, I think we’ve reached some
sort of geek nirvana when using an $1800 open source printer to manufacture plastic widgets for interspecies toy
mating is regarded as no big deal.
I’d write more, but my four-year-old son wants to play Egg Punch on my old iPad 1. Just watch this trailer and marvel
at our brave new world.

http://dadnabbit.com/free-universal-connection-kit-equals-ultimate-nerd-dad-triumph/
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l’accès au numérique, n’évoquent plus d’aujourd’hui que le passé analogique de documents électroniques. Ces objets technologiques d’une révolution passée détournés par
des artistes de la génération des natifs numériques retrouvent ainsi un usage par la lente
acquisition d’une parcelle de monde.

Spectateurs engloutis
Enfin, c’est à l’Offenes Kulturhaus que l’on
retrouve l’exposition CyberArt dédiée aux
œuvres récompensées par des distinctions
allant, selon huit catégories, des très attendus Golden Nica aux mentions d’honneurs.
Mais l’entrée du musée est partiellement obstruée par l’installation d’un autre événement :
Sinnesrausch. Deux rouleaux jaunes striés de
noir et semblables à ceux des stations de
lavage automatique y attendent le public.
Quand ils tournent, gonflés par la vitesse, ils
sont plus beaux encore. Mais quel est celui
qui, enfant, n’a pas souhaité rester au sein du
véhicule s’engloutissant dans un flux de couleurs saturées et humides ? Ce portique
conçu par l’artiste David Moises et intitulé
Touch of the Tiger — bien qu’il n’ y ait ni
savon ni eau à l’entrée du musée — continue
de nous signaler la limite entre un avant et
un après, entre un espace et un autre, sorte
de passage obligé aux allures de rite initiatique. Car ne devrions-nous pas, en effet,
nous séparer de tout préjugé, comme de toute idée préconçue, avant d’entrer dans un
lieu dédié à l’art ?

De l’ordre au chaos
Nous sommes maintenant dans l’exposition
CyberArt, sous l’installation luminocinétique
Versuch unter Kreisen de Julius von Bismarck.
Celle-ci n’est autre que la conséquence artistique d’une résidence passée au CERN, là où
les particules circulent sur des anneaux à
grande vitesse. Les quatre lampes qui sont
suspendues au plafond décrivent, elles aussi,
des cercles, mais à des vitesses différentes.
Partant de là, toutes les chorégraphies sont
possibles, toutes les interprétations aussi.
Elles effectuent des figures que d’imperceptibles transitions enchaînent les unes aux
autres. Aux dires de l’artiste, il ne serait ici

question que de mathématique, alors que
l’on se demande quelle est celle, des quatre
lampes à incandescence, qui dirige les autres.
Et sitôt qu’elles s’accordent, comme liées par
des liens invisibles, il en est une qui semble
accélérer tandis qu’une autre ne parvient pas
à retenir le groupe. On pourrait les observer
des heures durant, hypnotisé par la beauté
esthétique des lois de la physique. L’artiste
Julius von Bismarck, lorsqu’il reçoit son prix,
avoue avoir beaucoup appris au CERN.
Il est vraisemblable que les scientifiques, à
leur tour, aient été marqués par sa présence.

Des oies lunaires
À Ars Electronica, il est généralement des
œuvres qui sont présentées alors que
d’autres ne sont que documentées. Mais c’est
bien la documentation, dans le cas d’Agnes
Meyer-Brandis, qui fait œuvre. The Moon
Goose Analogue n’étant que l’étape d’une
recherche poétique qui se construit au fil des
résidences et expositions. À l’origine, il y a
un livre écrit en 1602 par Francis Godwin :
The Man in the Moone. Ce dernier y décrit le
voyage sur la Lune, tracté par des oies, de
Domingo Gonsales ! Mais c’est aussi le premier texte évoquant l’apesanteur. L’artiste
allemande décide alors d’élever des “oies
lunaires” en s’assurant qu’elles mémorisent
son visage dès l’éclosion. Agnes Meyer-Brandis les a toutes baptisées selon des noms
d’astronautes avant de les préparer à réitérer
l’exploit de celles qui ont mené Domingo
Gonsales sur la Lune. La collision entre art et
science, dans ce projet, y est parfaitement
orchestrée, jusqu’à la couleur grise du sol
lunaire reconstitué pour l’occasion.
Sans omettre la salle des commandes connectée aux oies. La science, ici, est au service
d’un imaginaire qui, toujours, la précède.

Un art libre de l’assemblage
Il est bien des artistes qui n’ont pas totalement quitté l’enfance. Le projet collaboratif
Free Universal Construction Kit initié par
Golan Levin et Shawn Sims après avoir
constaté l’incompatibilité entre elles des
pièces provenant de divers modèles de jeux
de construction en est un exemple.

Il est dorénavant possible de télécharger gratuitement les modèles en trois dimensions de
80 adaptateurs dédiés à l’assemblage de
briques de différentes marques allant de
Lego à Tinkertoys en passant par Duplo.
Les imprimantes 3D se démocratisent.
On en voit, progressivement, apparaître au
sein de petits laboratoires de fabrication où
la culture des technologies Open Source est
associée à la pratique d’un Art Libre. Le Free
Universal Construction Kit est donc bien plus
politique qu’il n’y paraît quand il nous incite,
non plus à refuser les standards, mais à imaginer les possibles connexions nous permettant de créer en opérant par l’hybridation.
Et c’est peut-être l’hybridation des approches,
à la croisée des arts, des technologies et problématiques sociétales, qui assure sa longévité au festival Ars Electronica !
DOMINIQUE MOULON

+ D’INFO :
Ars Electronica < www.aec.at >
Visualizing.org < www.visualizing.org >
Lentos < www.lentos.at >
Seiko Mikami < www.idd.tamabi.ac.jp/~mikami/artworks >
Junji Watanabe < www.junji.org >
Korinsky < www.korinsky.com >
David Moises < www.davidmoises.com >
Julius von Bismarck < www.juliusvonbismarck.com >
Agnes Meyer-Brandis < www.ffur.de >
Golan Levin < www.flong.com >
Shawn Sims < http://sy-lab.net >
Free Universal Construction Kit
< http://fffff.at/free-universal-construction-kit >
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The Free Universal Construction Kit (which we are taking great pains not to abbreviate
anywhere in this article and will henceforth refer to it as "the Kit"), is a set of about 80

0

adapter blocks that can be used to connect all of those childhood construction sets you
used to play with (Legos, Tinkertoys, etc.) to one another. And it's about freakin' time, too.
I dunno about you, but when I was a kid, I relied on friction, gravity, brute force, rubber
bands, telekenesis, death threats and occasionally even superglue to convince my Lego

Download for iPhone
and iPad

6

sets to play nice with other construction toys. "The Kit" (as it is known around here)

Download for Android
devices

contains free plans for almost 80 different 3D printed adapter blocks that can be used to
interconnect any combination of Lego, Duplo, Fischertechnik, Gears! Gears! Gears!,
K'Nex, Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln Logs, Tinkertoys, Zome and/or Zoob. It's pretty
brilliant.

32
Share

All you need to implement this stuff is a household 3D printer (or the willingness to rent some time on
one), and a kid (or adult) with the desire to Frankenstein together a bunch of different construction sets

Subscribe
Follow us
Become a Fan

to make something improbably cool. Also included are plans for one single universal adapter block that
lets you stick all of the above together all at once.
About DVICE
Editor:
Kevin Hall
editor(at)dvice.com
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One potential pitfall to this whole system is that most 3D printers don't quite have the resolution
required to perfectly duplicate the precision with which pieces like Legos snap together. Lego bricks
interact with each other so smoothly thanks to manufacturing tolerances on the order of 10 microns,
while most affordable personal 3D printers (like Makerbots) have an X-Y resolution of about 100
microns and a layer thickness almost four times worse than that.
The upshot here is that there's still some hardware advancement necessary before we'll all be pumping
perfect copies of F.U.C.- er, The Kit adapter pieces out at home, but we're getting there, and if you set
your little tyke at some rough pieces with sandpaper and calipers, everything will end up fitting together
perfectly anyway.
See an overview of the Free Universal Construction Kit in the video below.
F.A.T., via BBG
For the latest tech stories, follow DVICE on Twitter
at @dvice or find us on Facebook
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Bits that matter
The past few years have seen the emergence of a number of virtual spaces for 3D
printable objects. These online repositories play host to files that have the potential to
one day become physical. There’s Thingiverse, a website dedicated to the circulation
of user-generated digital design files, Fab@home, which applies crowdsourcing
conventions to 3D printing, and more recently The Pirate Bay announced the launch
of ‘Physibles’, a new torrent category exclusively dedicated to printable objects,
including toys, tools, accessories and sculpture. [1] These networks are pushed
forward by online Maker communities with experience in open-source hardware and
D.I.Y. fabrication, and are supported by the commercial availability of technologies
such as laser cutters, computer numerically controlled (CNC) mills [2] and affordable
3D printers. [3]
A recent article in the Economist speculates that the rise in personal fabrication
constitutes a ‘revolution’ in industrial production, in much the same way the birth of
the personal computer constituted a revolution in the computational realm. [4] But
what does it mean to say that a material object is the product of networked processes?
After all, the idea that our objects ‘materialise’ an assemblage of social and technical
relations is not new. So what matters here?
When a data object becomes the seed for a physical one, it seems to negate already
tenuous distinctions between ‘material’ and ‘immaterial’ channels of production; at the
very least it collapses intermediaries in the translation from code to something
concrete. The exciting possibility, for many, is that forms of online production might
not only inflect social or juridical processes, as has long been claimed in certain
communities of digital activism, but in turn come to shape physical environments and
material economies. In the surrounding hype, 3D printers, from the hugely popular
Makerbot series, through to the self-replicating qualities of RepRap, are imbued with
near alchemical properties. [5] Digitally networked media is thought to have
encouraged new modes of consumption, production and distribution of information,
knowledge and culture; as such, the labour and property relations of online spaces are
often characterised by sharing, distributed forms of collaboration and commons-based
peer-production. Industrial production, in contrast, is traditionally proprietary, highly
centralised, and organised on a scale that inhibits grassroots or nonmarket production.
The translation of aspects of the network information economy into physical
manufacturing, therefore, is significant.
Such claims for 3D printing should, of course, be taken with a grain of salt. In much
the same way early techno-utopian ideologies of online ‘produsage’ [6] solidified into
the neoliberal economics of Web 2.0., the future of 3D printing, thought not yet
solid, is a contested space. This doesn’t mean we can’t acknowledge its socioeconomic
significance and transformative potential. If its future trajectory is unclear, digital
desktop fabrication still has the capacity not only to make all kinds of new things, but,
functioning as tactical media, to unpick the networks of relations that gather around
familiar everyday objects - to make things public. Here, speculative design has a lot to
offer. Two recent projects from the Free Art and Technology (F.A.T.) Lab [7] that
utilise 3D printing: Golan Levin’s Free Universal Construction Kit and the F.A.T.
Nika, provide an opportunity to explore these possibilities.

Let’s start with making new things. Even the most banal and familiar objects
constrain and enable forms of sociability, aesthetics and action. And who gets to
decide what forms these may take, when so often the means of production are
consolidated in the hands of just a few powerful actors? If everyday objects materialise
forms of authority that live on in their use, crystallising certain behaviours and
discouraging others, we might ask if the more ‘open’ or ‘egalitarian’ relations that
assemble around 3D printing by a network of Maker and D.I.Y. communities can, in
turn, produce new kinds of agency?
The Free Universal Construction Kit (figure out the acronym yourself) presented by
F.A.T. Lab and Sy-Lab is a matrix of 3D printable blocks that enable interoperability
between popular children’s construction toys. The kit comprises a set of downloadable
digital design files for 80 two-way adapter pieces that can be used to interface
between toys such as Bristle Blocks, LEGO, Duplo, Fischertechnik, and K’Nex. [8]
These adapters open a previously closed system of objects, allowing elements to
assemble in playful, unprecedented ways, “enabling radically hybrid constructive play,
the creation of previously impossible designs, and ultimately, more creative
opportunities for kids.” [9] This kind of objective fluidity could never be afforded by
the economic conditions that structure commercial production; they are made possible
here through the confluence of network cultures with commercially affordable
fabrication technologies. In this way, at the same time as it makes things easier, the
Free Universal Construction Kit also gestures to and challenges the systems of
production and the property relations around which commercial artefacts are
traditionally fabricated.
Which brings us to a second possibility. We might also suggest that the relations
previously involved in the production of a familiar object become more transparent
through this network. 3D printing can be said to materialise all sorts of ‘immaterial
processes’, from the rapid circulation of digital information through to peer-to-peer
file sharing and distributed computing, but equally, it returns everyday objects to a
fluid state where it is once again possible to trace connections, expand forms of
assembly, demonstrate the complexity of representation and identify forms of political
or economic agency at work.
Such possibilities can be seen in another Free Art and Technology Lab project: the
F.A.T. Nika. [10] The F.A.T. Nika is a freestyle replica of Ars Electronica’s Golden
Nica. The Golden Nica is the highest expression of the Prix Ars Electronica, awarded
for creativity and pioneering spirit in the field of digital media. [11] The prize is a
rendition of the Golden Nike of Samothrace. It is a handmade gold-plated wooden
statuette (so each trophy is unique), approximately 35cm high with a wingspan of
about 20cm, all situated on a pedestal. In response, F.A.T. have circulated a CAD file
that makers anywhere can download to fabricate their own ‘F.A.T. Nika’, a 3D
additive reproduction of Ars Electronica’s carved statuette, and in turn, award these to
any creative expression they deem to be commendable or worthy.
In one way the creators of F.A.T. Nika use networked processes to manufacture and
mass-produce a physical object. In another, these very processes throw into relief the
system of economic relations that gather around the Prix Ars Electronica specifically,
and digitally networked media generally. Here, 3D printing intervenes in the logics of

an art market that seeks both to commodify and to rarefy digital-cultural outputs.
Unlike ideas or digital files that are, in theory, infinitely and freely reproducible, the
Golden Nica, both as a material object and a symbol of accreditation, is made to be
scarce. The original Prix can be understood, therefore, as one of a whole variety of
techniques, (intellectual property regimes and digital rights management being
others) in which an immaterial product is drawn into a material economic realm
where it can be bought, sold and exchanged. The circulation of the F.A.T. Nika .stl,
and the possible mass-production of a F.A.T. Nika by a network of users, poses a
direct sabotage to this economy.
Rachel O’Dwyer
[1] [http://www.thingiverse.com/], [http://www.fabathome.org/],
[http://thepiratebay.se/browse/605].
[2] A computer numerically controlled milling machine is an automated set of tools –
drilling, cutting, turning, used to manufacture solid materials.
[3] 3D printers use an additive process where a solid object is produced from a digital
model by laying down successive layers of a material such as paper, plastic, metal or
resin.
[4] Paul Markville (2012) ‘A Third Industrial Revolution’ Article posted 21/04/2012
in The Economist [http://www.economist.com/node/21552901].
[5] A radical transformation to labour-capital relations and the end of world hunger
both feature strongly in this cultural imaginary.
[6] The term ‘produsage’ references the more active and engaged relationships with
media that information and communication technologies are thought to facilitate. It
presumes a move from passive ‘consumption’ of media towards a productive position.
Axel Bruns (2005) ‘Some Exploratory Notes on Produsers and Produsage.’ Research
residency paper for the Institute for Distributed Creativity, New York, 02/11/2005.
[7] The Free Art and Technology (F.A.T.) Lab is a transdisciplinary organisation
dedicated to enriching the public domain through the development of creative
technologies and media. A mixture of popular and free culture, much of their work is
focused on critical interventions into the property rights that structure online
production.
[8] F.A.T. do not sell or distribute physical copies of the kit.
[9] [http://fffff.at/free-universal-construction-kit/].
[10] [http://fffff.at/f-a-t-nika/].
[11] [http://www.aec.at/prix/en/gewinner/].
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Artista, pesquisador e professor
associa do de Arte Eletrônica na
Carnegie Mellon University, Golan
Levin tem uma produção
interessada em novos modos de
expressão interativa e
comunicação nãoverbal. Durante
mais de 20 anos, participou de
programas de pesquisa de alta
tecnologia, incluindo o MIT Media
Laboratory, Ars Electronica
Futurelab, Interval Research
Corporation e o Centro Eyebeam
de Arte e Tecnologia.
Seu trabalho ganhou visibilidade
na Whitney Biennial e foi premiado
por programas como Creative
Capital, Rockefeller MAP Fund e
Arts Council England, entre outros.
Levin tem realizado exposições e
palestras na Europa, nas Américas
e na Ásia. Através de
performances, artefatos de
resposta e ambientes virtuais,
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2012
Impressão 3D
O projeto oferece cerca de 80
adaptadores entre brinquedos como
Lego, Duplo, Duplo, Fischertechnik,
Gears! Gears! Gears!, K’Nex,
Krinkles (Bristle Blocks), Lincoln
Logs, Tinkertoys, Zome, and Zoob.
Ao permitir que qualquer peça se
encaixe com qualquer outra, o Kit
incentiva novas maneiras de
relações entre os sistemas
fechados, permitindo a criação de
projetos até então impossíveis. Os
adaptadores podem ser baixados
em sites de compartilhamento para
a reprodução por dispositivos de
fabricação pessoais, como a
Makerbot (uma impressora 3D open

Levin apresenta reviravoltas

source de baixo custo). Um sistema
de “metamashup”, o Kit possibilita
um processo criativo, onde qualquer

criativas para as tecnologias
digitais, destacando a nossa

pessoa pode desenvolver as peças
necessárias para modificar ou

relação com as máquinas,
expandindo o vocabulário da ação
humana, e despertando os
participantes para o seu próprio
potencial como atores criativos.

adaptar produtos comerciais
produzidos em massa. Um convite
para refletir sobre a nossa relação
com a cultura material de massa e a
evolução das formas nas quais
podemos melhor adaptar a nossa
imaginação.

Desenvolvido em colaboração com
F.A.T. Lab and SyLab.
www.mostradeartedigital.com.br/2013-artistas/golan-levin-and-shawn-sims.html
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COSTRUIRE . Il problema è
fissare l’equilibrio. La Terra gira
attorno al sole e la forza
di gravità ci schiaccia verso
la terra, la terra gira attorno
a se stessa e la forza centrifuga
ci lancia verso il cielo. Non
ci fosse la rivoluzione dei
pianeti saremmo tutti a volare
nell’universo. Non ci fosse la
rotazione striscieremmo tutti
come vermi senza avere la
forza di sollevarci.
TO BUILT. The problem is
fixing the balance. The Earth
revolves around the sun and
gravity presses us to the Earth,
the Earth revolves around
itself and the centrifugal force
throws us into the sky.
If it weren’t for the revolution
of the planets, we would all be
floating through the universe.
If it weren’t for the rotation, we
would crawl around like worms,
lacking the strength to get up.

Ma stiamo in piedi, ci godiamo
l’esistenza e siamo anche
abbastanza arroganti da
dichiararci non soddisfatti.
Dobbiamo la nostra esistenza
a questo miracoloso
equilibrio e facciamo di tutto
per romperlo con la nostra
presunzione di potenti signori
dell’universo che sappiamo
controllare l’evoluzione della
vita. Poveri noi! Per fortuna
che abbiamo inventato il
mattone! Provabilmente la più
bella invenzione per giocare.
But we are standing, we enjoy
existence, and we are also
arrogant enough to state that
we’re unsatisfied. We owe our
existence to this miraculous
balance and we do our best to
break it with our presumption
as powerful lords of the
universe who know how to
control the evolution
of life. Poor us! Luckily we have
invented the brick!
Provably the most beautiful
invention to play with.
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Certo è arrivato anche
il cemento, le putrelle, l’acciaio,
la calce, il calcestruzzo,
la plastica e tutte altre materie
plasmabili, ma il piacere di
mettere un mattone sopra
l’altro è di veder crescere una
costruzione rimane sempre
la soddisfazione più grande.
Sarà forse che tutto nella
vita si fa mettendo mattone
sopra mattone, aggiungendo
pazientemente pezzettino a
pezzettino. A me mi piace molto.
Of course, we also have cement,
girders, steel, lime, concrete,
plastic and all the other pliable
materials, but the pleasure
of putting one brick on top
of another and seeing a
construction grow still gives the
greatest satisfaction. It could be
said that everything in life is made
by putting one brick onto
another, patiently adding piece
by piece. I really like it.
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Gli psicanalisti dicono che
è tipico delle personalità
ossessive e sono d’accordo,
ma vi consiglio di essere
ossessivi e di godervi la
gratificazione di costruire
una piccola casetta piccolina
di piccoli mattoni di legno,
2x3, due centimetri per tre
centimetri i mattoni, venti
per quindici la casetta. Anche
perché mettere un mattone
sopra l’altro è un esercizio di
equilibrio e non solo per la
difficoltà di tenere in piedi un
muro di mattoncini ma anche
per lo sforzo psichico
di raccattare abbastanza
pazienza per arrivare alla fine.
Certo ci vuole la colla o qualche
sistema ad incastro per saldare
le superfici perché ci vuole
resistenza a sopportare le forze
contrarie che continuamente
si scatenano, i venti,
i terremoti e gli scossoni e le
spinte avversarie.

Psychoanalysts say that
it is typical of obsessive
personalities and I agree,
but I recommend that
you watch and enjoy the
satisfaction of building a
small house made with little
wooden blocks, the blocks
two centimetres by three
centimetres and the house
twenty by fifteen.
Putting one brick on top
of another is an exercise in
balance, and not only
because of the difficulty of
keeping a wall of bricks upright,
but also because of the mental
effort of gathering enough
patience to reach the end.
Certainly, you need some
glue or an interlocking
system to connect surfaces
because it needs strength
to withstand the various forces
that are always running amok,
wind, earthquakes and shocks
and thrusts.
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È una impre
sa pericolos
a, un’avventu
dall’esito in
ra
certo, un’es
perienza pie
di impreved
na
ibilità! Può a
nche rischia
di crollare e
re
travolgere tu
tto nella sua
rovina. Ma
quanta mag
ia in un muro
E quanto sa
!
fare un muro
! Un bel
muro! Innan
zitutto è un
bellissimo
oggetto e fu
nziona sem
pre bene.
It is a dange
rous undert
aking, an
uncertain ad
venture, an
experience
that is full o
f unpredicta
bility! There
also the risk
is
of collapse
and crushin
everything w
g
ith the debri
s. But there
so much ma
is
gic to be fo
und in a wa
And a wall c
ll!
an do so mu
ch! A nice
wall! More th
an anything
else, it is a
beautiful ob
ject and it a
lways works
.
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Sa separare, nascondere,
proteggere, riparare
dal vento, dal sole troppo
caldo e soprattutto sa svelare,
attraverso una finestra,
una porta, una fessura,
il mistero che sta dietro, sia
esso un panorama, un’altra
stanza, una città o una calma
distesa d’acqua. ...basta che
non sia di plastica! ... e che se
ne stia in equilibrio, tra un po’
di forza centrifuga e un po’
di forza di gravità , in questa
terra che ruota e che gira!▪
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It can separate, hide, protect,
shelter from the wind, from
the burning sun and, above
all, it can reveal - through a
window, a door or a crack the mystery behind it, be it
a landscape, another room,
a city or a quiet stretch of
water... but it must never be
made of plastic! And it must
be in balance between a little
bit of a centrifugal force and
gravity, on this revolving
and rotating planet!▪

